
The Living God is one of infinite creativity and we are people of layers and season. Each of these different 
approaches to engaging the Living Word will have elements of cognitive, spiritual etc., but an emphasis in one area.  
 As we journey together through scripture you are encouraged to experiment with these methods 
discovering what speaks the deepest to you in this particular season. Our interaction with the text is meant to have 
us engage the Spirit personally in a way that transforms us to be a bit more like Jesus.

Sept 26  John 15:1-17  /  Oct 3rd  John 15:18 – 27  /  Oct 10th John 15 
Oct 17th  Isaiah 58:1-5  /  Oct 24th  Isaiah 58:6 -14   /  Oct 31st  Off   
Nov 7th  Isaiah 58  /  Nov 14th  Vision Night

Five Ways to Further Soak in John 15 and Isaiah 58:

1. Engaging the text more cognitively.   
      At the beginning of the week, or as long as it takes, start with an orientation: 
-Who is involved? What is happening? Where does this take place (geographically)?  
    When is this happening (in the context of the plot line of the book)?   
      What is repeated? What is contrasted? Why do you think this was recorded? 
-Go further with at biblegateway.com it’s an excellent site with several free Bible dictionaries,    
   commentaries, plus multiple Bible translations.

Once oriented, reflect each day till the next Wednesday night on these questions,  
remembering our goal is to soak, to observe a little longer, look a little deeper, not plow through.   
- What inspired you in this writing? - What makes you inquire further?  - What irks you?  
- What do you believe the writing is requiring of you? OVER 

This Is Us - Optional Homework

2. Engage the text more kinetically.       
-Each day write out the passage verbatim once if not twice.  
   -As you write what do you sense God is attempting to communicate to you?

3. Engaging the text more spiritually. 
-Each day read the text aloud three times through.  
 -The first time for remembering what is happening.  
  -The second and third time for what might be “jumping out” or “shimmering” to you.  
   -Write out what you believe the passage is saying to you that day.

4. Engaging the text more creatively. 
-Rewrite in your mother tongue. This gets you further inside the text to better understand its message.  
    You’re not changing it, your applying your own God given imagination to further your understanding.  
 -Create a piece of art for the week that represents what you hear the text saying to you this time.

5. Engaging the text by memorizing. 
-Use whatever technique helps you memorize best. Here are two ideas:  
   A. Throughout the day: Write it on a card and carry it in your pocket, or peak at it throughout the   
        week on your phone.  
          B. During your time of engaging the Bible, read one sentence aloud till you have it memorized,  
               dividing up the sentences till next Wednesday.


